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Abstract
Additive Manufacturing (AM) has experienced consistent growth since its inception across
its seven process categories, especially Material Extrusion (MEX) with systems that can be seen
in commercial and industrial settings. As MEX evolves, innovation can be traced in the growing
variety of available process materials and new system capabilities leading to greater interest in the
technology across various industries including automotive, aerospace and even nuclear weapons.
This has created an increasing demand for end-use parts from MEX systems leading to more
complex machines with additional Degrees of Freedom (DoF), specialized workflows, and
expanded post processing that address the drawbacks of MEX and AM in general. Such drawbacks
include material waste, long build times, poor surface quality, and porosity that leads to anisotropic
properties, all of which limit the ability of MEX to produce certifiable end-use parts. Other
manufacturing processes such as machining have also been incorporated into the MEX workflow
as a solution to some of the issues previously mentioned, most notably to resolve poor surface
quality. Additionally, efforts have been made to enhance the capability of MEX parts with
embedded electronics and components which add part functionality beyond just simple structural
or modeling applications.
In the past, MEX has largely been an automated process where a user inputs an
STL file and process parameters into a slicing software which then automatically slices and
generates toolpaths or instructions, often in the form of G-Code for a machine to follow to build
the part. Generally, little user intervention is required both during the slicing and building,
moreover, to make any sort of change is a challenging task that requires technical knowledge in
AM, G-Code, and automation. Multi-axis capabilities, a relatively new development in MEX AM,
has seen a push for automated slicing and manufacturing, however, the additional DoF from a
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simple 3-axis cartesian system completely changes the nature of MEX and still requires significant
amount of research to fully utilize its potential.
This research focuses on exploring the realm of multi-axis MEX to provide a basis
for future automation that fully utilizes the potential offered by additional DoF. For this research,
a 5-axis gantry style machine with a tilting table and rotating platter is used to investigate the
dynamics of multi-axis MEX with a focus on the deposited polymer material at the strand scale.
Cross-sectional morphology of individual and grouped strands deposited at different angles was
examined where porosity was not eliminated, however, strand morphology was impacted.
Additionally, it was found that the outer geometry of the nozzle begins to interact with the
deposited material when printing at an angle. The effect of angled deposition on the mechanical
properties of printed parts was also investigated. The average UTS of standard XY samples
(traditionally printed with nozzle orthogonal to build platform) was 41.6 MPa, which withstood
12% more stress compared to angled XY specimens. On the other hand, ZY specimens printed at
an angle were able to withstand 14% more stress compared to their standard counterparts.
Furthermore, the gap in UTS when comparing XY samples to ZY samples was reduced from 47%
to 31%.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
BACKGROUND
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is formally defined as the process of joining materials to
make parts from 3D model data, typically on a layer-by-layer basis. Currently, there are seven
unique process categories recognized by ISO/ASTM that can fabricate parts out of materials
ranging from commodity plastics to high-temperature nickel-based metal alloys. Each process
category relies on different processing techniques and technologies to join materials together such
as high energy lasers and electron beams as well as ultrasonic energy, material diffusion, or even
specialized binders and glue. The basic workflow for fabricating parts for any process category
begins with a 3D model, usually represented as an STL (Standard Tessellation Language) file
which is then ‘sliced’ in a preprocessing software that generates the machine instructions. The part
is then fabricated then removed from the system at which point post-processing begins which
includes support structure removal and any thermal or chemical treatments that may be applied
resulting in a finished part.
Material Extrusion (MEX) is defined as an AM process in which material is selectively
dispensed through a nozzle or orifice. MEX, also commonly referred to as 3D printing, is among
the most common process categories with systems that range from industrial production grade
systems to home-consumer desktop machines. It was first commercialized in the late 1980’s by
Stratasys and has seen significant growth and uptake since then. It is now considered a valid
manufacturing process, often considered against traditional manufacturing methods such as
machining with an increasing demand for producing end-use parts. In most cases, parts are built
up in a layer-by-layer fashion where each layer is typically composed of contours, also known as
walls or skins, and rasters, also known as infill.
Hybrid AM can be described as an AM process that is coupled with other fabrication
processes that complement and enhance the functionality of additively manufactured parts.
Although the term “hybrid” is not yet recognized by ISO/ASTM, it is a concept that has become
1

relevant in recent years with growing interest in multi-functional printed parts with integrated
electronics and structural reinforcements. The possible weight savings, part consolidation, and
increased functionality make this concept appealing for applications in automotive, aerospace and
anywhere else where tight engineering margins exist (Jimenez et al., 2019). Previous work done
at the W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation has focused on hybrid AM with the development of
the Foundry Multi3D System with capabilities such as FDM material extrusion, micro-machining,
ultrasonic wire embedding, laser soldering, and pick-and-place. This system has enabled a wide
breadth of research in hybrid AM to take place, exploring the possibilities and potential of hybrid
AM.
Multi-axis MEX is one of the latest frontiers of research in AM dealing with the inclusion
of additional degrees of freedom, typically 5+ axes, used most notably to build support-free
structures and curved layers that follow loading paths as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample produced via 5-axis ME. a: during manufacture. b: after manufacture.
(Courtesy of Gardner et al.)
This is accomplished in several ways which can be categorized into two major categories:
multi-axis robotic arm or through the addition of two rotary axes. Systems are readily available in
both configurations, however, slicing software to generate toolpaths for multi-axis systems are
typically developed in-house for specific systems making it difficult for research developments
2

without the proper expertise. The dynamics of material extrusion are fundamentally changed with
multi-axis, opening a whole set of research possibilities and opportunities for innovation in AM.
MOTIVATION
The desire to explore the unknown, to see what has not been seen before is innate and part
of what makes us human. Discovering something new can be a source of pride for some or a source
of inspiration for others. Regardless of why we do what we do, the significance of discovery and
its impact on society is undeniable. When humankind first discovered fire, the course of history
changed. When humankind first set foot on the moon, history was made. When humankind
observed the relationship between extruded polymer strand morphology and deposition angles, it
became history to be forgotten. I have worked tirelessly in hopes that my efforts help to push
technology forward, eventually to the point that my work may be taken for granted and forgotten.
Multi-axis hybrid AM holds potential to increase the manufacturing capabilities of
additively manufactured parts by incorporating additional functionality as well as improving
process efficiency. The efforts in this thesis are intended to lay a foundation for future research so
that multi-axis AM can be taken advantage of to its fullest.
THESIS OBJECTIVES
The efforts of this thesis were focused on addressing the following:
1. Highlight the gaps in research and understanding in multi-axis material extrusion.
2. Enable the unique investigation of multi-axis material extrusion by utilizing the All-inOne Multi3D System.
3. Demonstrate the possibilities and worthiness of research in multi-axis material
extrusion through qualitative and quantitative measured means.
4. Discuss the possible applications of this research to set a stage for discourse over the
future of multi-axis material extrusion.
3

THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis is meant to serve as an accurate record of the efforts put forth during this
research and as a reference for further research in the realm of multi-axis material extrusion as
well as the All-in-One Multi3D System. In Chapter 2, a literature review will provide context to the
key concepts used in discussions throughout this document. Material extrusion and the
characterization of the process will be discussed in depth and an analysis will be presented over
the efforts in multi-axis MEX. Chapter 3 will provide an overview of the All-in-One Multi3D
System and its capabilities as well as the extruder assembly that was developed to enable angled
extrusion. A summary of the preliminary work will be given in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 will cover
the methodology of experimentation. Chapter 6 will present the results of experimentation as well
as a discussion that highlights the implications and impact of said results. Chapter 7 will bring the
main body of this thesis to an end with concluding thoughts and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
INTRODUCTION
The focus of this thesis is on the utilization of a 5-axis MEX machine and the implications
of additional degrees of freedom on the MEX process. Understanding the characteristics and
nuances of the MEX process as well as the physics of the polymer extrusion process was crucial
to draw conclusions from the data collected. In this review, the material extrusion process will be
covered in depth by discussing the nature of MEX and some of the drawbacks that come out of
said nature. A review over research focused on the extrusion of polymer will touch on the physics
and phenomena within the liquefier, at the exit of the nozzle, and strand structure interactions after
deposition. Lastly, efforts in multi-axis MEX will be summarized and a discussion will be given
over the relationship with the work at hand.
THE MATERIAL EXTRUSION PROCESS
The layer-by-layer fabrication method which is representative of most AM processes
enables the manufacturing of complex geometries with short turnaround times, bringing the newest
concept of “mass customization” in context of mass production (Bahnini et al., 2018). However,
the fabrication of parts by layers also introduces problems that are not typically seen with other
traditional manufacturing methods. Anisotropic properties are a well-known phenomenon of
additively manufactured parts with literature exploring its effect on mechanical properties
(Hmeidat et al., 2020; Candal et al., 2021). One study found that anisotropy also existed in the
strain-rate dependence of yield stresses of PLA printed samples. For this study, two infill
orientations were used, 0° and 90°, where for 0° the deposited strands of infill were oriented
longitudinally, parallel with applied tensile force and the 90° were oriented transversely. The 0°
samples demonstrated a higher strain-rate dependence than their 90° counterparts (Verbeeten et
al., 2020).
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Research has been done to reduce the anisotropic nature of MEX parts by modifying the
MEX process itself such as a rotary print head to mitigate residual stresses and promote interlayer
bonding (Bengfort et al., 2021). Their custom rotary print head utilizes local laser pre-deposition
heating and forced air cooling on a 2.5-dimensional process which were found to have significant
influence on warpage along with extrusion temperature. A 1,500 mW laser power was found to
promote interlayer diffusion without reaching thermal degradation. Research focused on the effect
of process parameters has seen that the reduction of porosity or voids between deposited strands
can be mitigated (Butt et al., 2021; Hanon et al., 2021; Prasong et al., 2021; Behsadnasab et al.,
2020). Post processing is also an area of interest regarding anisotropic properties with research
investigating the effect of thermal treatments on printed parts. One such study sought out to
understand how annealing affected porosity, crystallinity and thermal stresses in PLA produced
through Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) (von Windheim et al., 2021). They found that annealing
above the cold crystallization temperature (Tcc) did not significantly impact porosity but increased
crystallinity, however, no gains in strength were observed implying that co-crystallization between
layers did not occur, confirmed through Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Parts annealed below
Tcc did not show significant evidence of reduced porosity or crystallization but did show an
increase in tensile strength from reduced thermal stresses between layers and improved bonding
between layers. Simulations and models have been developed and experimentally tested to predict
temperature profiles and the strength of interlayer bonding based on toolpaths (Sinha et al., 2021).
Interestingly, a recent study contradicts much of what was assumed and previously
discussed, specifically the notion that weak interlayer bonding was largely to blame for anisotropic
properties (Allum et al., 2020). The study found that the bonding area between strands achieved
bulk material properties and linked the decreased strength performance of printed parts to be due
to the geometric properties between deposited strands which effectively form stress
concentrations. Thus, if porosity or the presence/size of voids can be decreased, contact area
between deposited strands can be increased and so too the mechanical strength of printed parts can
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be improved. This study served as a motivation to further investigate the nature of material
extrusion at the strand-scale and the utilization of multi-axis to reduce or even eliminate porosity.
Research in MEX is both deep, as demonstrated by the previous discussion of papers over
the impact of porosity, and broad. As an example of its breadth, in-situ monitoring and machine
learning have been implemented into the MEX process to detect and predict build defects (Jin et
al., 2020). Laser scanning technology has also been used to generate point clouds and compared
against Computer Aided Design (CAD) data to determine print defects (Lin et al., 2019).
Additionally, path planning using algorithms for specific geometries and loadings conditions have
been explored by Kubalak et al. (2019).
RESEARCH FOCUS: POLYMER EXTRUSION
Building geometry with extruded polymer strands is a complex and dynamic process with
many considerations and nuances as discussed above. The phenomena and scientific principles
that govern the nuances of MEX only become more nuanced as one dives deeper into the extrusion
of polymers. In one study, a thermocouple was inserted axially down a length of filament and
sections of colored dye were radially inserted at regular intervals which was then fed through an
extruder to investigate flow and temperature history as material was extruded out of a nozzle (Peng
et al., 2018). The results indicated that a smaller shear rate existed near the center, leading to a
blunted velocity profile compared to the assumed parabolic profile for a power-law fluid.
Additionally, the temperature history measured by the thermocouple demonstrated the nonisothermal nature of material extrusion, most notably at higher feed rates. Another study used a
pressure transducer to measure the pressure inside the nozzle as it extruded material (Anderegg et
al., 2019). The measured pressure readings during printing were higher than the expected
theoretical values from a power-law model indicating that more research should be done to further
develop the understanding of polymer extrusion. In-line sensors with real-time monitoring have
been used to predict interlayer bonding in work done by Coogan et al. (2020). In their study,
7

pressure measurements are used to predict the contact between strands while temperature and
viscosity measurements are used to predict polymer chain diffusion between layers.
Numerical analysis and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) have been employed to
develop models to describe polymer extrusion. One such example is the research conducted by
Pigeonneau et al. (2020) on the heating of an amorphous polymer in a liquefier. A system of
equations consisting of the mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations were solved
through CFD with a generalized Newtonian fluid using a dynamic viscosity function of shear rate
and temperature. A melting model was developed by Osswald et al. (2018) with physical
parameters including temperature, extrusion force, inner nozzle cone angle, and nozzle exit
diameter to explore their effect on rheological and thermal characteristics. Other studies have also
investigated the effect of nozzle geometry on polymer flow within the nozzle and directly after
exiting the nozzle (Nienhaus et al., 2019; Heller et al., 2016). It was found that the flow was
influenced by nozzle geometry, though not nearly to the degree that was expected, noting that the
highly non-isothermal conditions were the dominant factor in the flow characteristics. Numerical
analyses have been conducted by Comminal et al. (2018, 2019, 2020) including one that developed
and experimentally validated a numerical model for deposited strand morphology in relation to
extrusion speed and gap height relative to the nozzle diameter which inspired one of the
investigations covered in this thesis.
NEW RESEARCH: MULTI-AXIS MATERIAL EXTRUSION
As previously discussed in depth, anisotropic properties plague the MEX process and AM,
however, multi-axis MEX offers the opportunity to circumvent this issue. In research conducted
by Kubalak et al. (2019), an algorithm was developed to generate multi-axis toolpaths for a 6-axis
robotic arm with a polymer extrusion end effector. They printed tensile specimens at three
orientations XYZ, 45°, and ZYX using their robotic arm system as well as a standard 3-axis
Cartesian printer. They found that printing at the investigated angles did not influence the
8

mechanical properties of the specimens produced by the robotic arm system the same way that the
3-axis printed specimens were. They found that the specimens printed with the robotic arm had
consistent performance across the three printing angles since the layer alignment was always along
the load path. The idea that printing at any angle retains the mechanical properties of printed parts
is significant and shows the promise of multi-axis MEX. Another study printed spring-like
geometry using a 3-axis printer as well as a 5-axis system to explore the potential of aligning
deposited strands in the direction of the expected stresses (Gardner et al., 2018). The springs were
then compressively tested resulting in the 5-axis springs showing a 47% increase in strength.
Multi-axis MEX opens the door to discussion over isotropic properties by utilizing the additional
degrees of freedom. Kaill et al. (2019) compared the compressive strength of dome shaped
samples. Although, they did not achieve the results they expected, they noted that further
investigation is needed regarding process parameters and multi-axis MEX. In another study, a
“curved-layer” algorithm was developed and used to print thin dome-like structures utilizing a 5axis material extrusion system (Feng et al., 2020). Their 5-axis samples were able to withstand
forces 153% higher than their 3-axis samples while also reducing overall surface roughness and
consuming 43% less material. Support-free fabrication is a concept that has also been explored
thoroughly with algorithms and software that analyze and section parts for printing in multiple
orientations without the need for any kind of support structure (Schuh et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020;
Mingqian et al., 2019; Murtezaoglu et al., 2018).
This discussion has shown that MEX is a complex and multi-faceted process with ongoing
research and continuous innovation. Multi-axis is only the next step in the development of the
process and with each new step comes opportunity to explore and make new scientific connections.
To our excitement, there is a whole new world to discover and understand, beginning with the
impact and implications of angled deposition at the strand scale. By studying the morphology
induced by angled deposition, connections may be drawn, and gaps may be filled (literally and
metaphorically).
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Chapter 3: All-in-One Multi3D System
MACHINE OVERVIEW
The All-in-One Multi3D System (AiOM3D) was designed and developed to be the successor
of the Foundry Multi3D System for the W.M. Keck Center for 3D Innovation. While the Foundry
Multi3D was a system of systems, the AiOM3D will be a single hybrid manufacturing system with
all the same manufacturing capabilities operating within the same build envelope. The system was
designed in collaboration with PROD Design and Analysis Inc. (El Paso, Texas, USA) who also
manufactured the machine. With PROD, the system was designed according to premeditated
design requirements and constraints with focus on realizing the desired system features and multiprocess fabrication capabilities. The system was designed and built around a Parker Automation
Controller (PAC) PLC logic controller from Parker Hannifin (Cleveland, Ohio, USA).
The insulated build chamber can maintain an internal temperature of 210°C, enabling the
ability to process high temperature polymer materials such as PEEK and ULTEM with glass
transition temperatures of 143°C and 215°C respectively. The integrated automatic tool changer
allows rapid changeover to various fabrication processes such as machining, ultrasonic wire
embedding, and pick-an-place to produce multi-functional additively manufactured parts.
Additionally, the AiOM3D utilizes 5-axis of motion with a Tilting Rotating Table (TRT)
configuration for further process control and manufacturing freedom using 5-axis toolpaths. An
18” x 18” removable glass build plate is fixed onto the rotating platter via vacuum which also has
threaded holes to attach an optional pedestal that provides clearance for complex 5-axis toolpaths.
The controller supports and reads industry standard DIN 66025 G-code which is the primary
method of machine instruction and operation.
The AiOM3D seen in Figure 2, has a footprint of 1.9 m in depth and 1.75 m in width with
a height of 2.2 m. The maximum build volume is 450 mm x 450 mm x 250 mm (L x W x H),
though, the available height of the build volume varies with the equipped tooling. For example,
10

when the extended extruder is fitted at its full design length of 330 mm, the available Z height falls
to 130 mm versus the full 250 mm. The machine also has an integrated safety system with
interlocks on every door or access point located around the machine. The main access point at the
front of the machine has an insulated and sealed door that is held closed by a magnetic lock when
activated.

XY gantry

front access door

access doors

Figure 2: The All-in-One Multi3D System.
The AiOM3D uses a Parker Automation Controller (Model: 320), a software programmable
control unit with modular I/O capabilities (PACIO Modules) that communicate through a highspeed EtherCAT bus. The modular design of the PAC makes the AiOM3D a flexible system,
permitting the addition of PACIO modules as needed. The various EtherCAT motor drives connect
to the PAC through EtherCAT RJ45 connectors and allow communications with up to 32 axes,
which enables new tool development. The PAC PLC logic is programmed through Parker
Automation Manager (PAM), an integrated development environment that utilizes IEC 61131-3
standard programming languages, including structured text, ladder logic, sequential function
charts, continuous function charts, and function block diagrams. PAM also serves as the Human
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Machine Interface (HMI) through a virtual control panel visualization enabling the control of
individual axes and other programmed functionality such as spindle rotation, heater control (PID),
G-code loading, and system initialization as shown in Figure 3.

zero position

toolpath visualization

G-code controls

3D transformation

Figure 3: AiOM3D Human Machine Interface (HMI).

MOTION SYSTEM
The motion system of the AiOM3D is composed of an X-, Y- and Z-axis (linear) with an
A- and C-axis (rotary) that pivot about the X- and Z-axis, respectively. Each axis is controlled by
P-Series Parker Hannifin AC Servos with integrated precision encoders for accurate and precise
position control. Each linear axis motor is coupled to precision ball screws and linear rails while
the rotary axes are coupled to reduction gearboxes. The system configuration reliably achieves a
12

linear and rotational positional resolution as small as 0.01 mm and 0.01°, respectively. Although
backlash is a known issue, PAM includes backlash compensation modules which mitigate the
effect of backlash during machine operation, however, only while executing G-code.

spindle
extended
extruder

insulation

Tilting-Rotating-Table

magnetic lock

Figure 4: View of Tilting-Rotating-Table (TRT) and extended extruder of AiOM3D.

TOOLING
Tooling interfaces are located on the upper gantry assembly while the integrated automatic
tool changer is located behind the build chamber, separated by a retracting door. The spindle and
tool changer use BT30 tool holders capable of holding tooling up to 0.5” in diameter. Auxiliary
tooling is handled through a master/tool coupling system with electrical and pneumatic
connections from RAD - Robotic Accessories Division (Tipp City, Ohio, USA). The gantry was
also designed to accommodate a Strangpresse (Youngstown, Ohio, USA) Model 15 pellet-fed
extruder as well as a custom designed filament-fed extruder to allow flexible material feedstock
processing.
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EXTENDED EXTRUDER
An extended extruder was designed to mitigate collisions between the trunnion and interior
of the build chamber when angled. The additional clearance from the top of the build chamber also
allows the utilization of the full area of the build platform up to a table angle of 45°. An additional
1” was added to the length as a margin of safety preventing any collision resulting in an extruder
that was 13” from the top of the build chamber to the bottom of the nozzle.

support
structure

filament tube
air supply
cooling shroud

heater
cartridge
heater block

Figure 5: Components of extended extruder.
During the deposition process, an extruder may see forces up to 30 N, according to Mazzei
et al., which may not be a concern for traditional extruders but for an extended extruder, there may
be a risk of considerable deflection due to the long moment arm. Thus, the extruder had to be rigid
enough to withstand the resulting forces during printing yet light enough as to not add an excessive
amount of mass or volume. Figure 5 shows the final design of the extended extruder which features
a ½” threaded rod as the core and four 8-32 threaded rods under tension for structural stability.
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The design was inspired by the tall and thin communication towers held up by nothing more than
balanced cables under tension. A Creality (Shenzhen, China) replacement hotend was used for the
extruder and was attached to the bottom of the ½” threaded rod with a printed adapter block. This
relatively inexpensive and simple design allows for quick replacement if the machine were to ever
collide and break the extended extruder.

motor

AiOM3D tool plate

structure plate

support structure

junction block

extruder mount

cooling shroud

heater block

Figure 6:Extended extruder CAD assembly.
An air-cooling shroud was implemented to direct pressurized air through the heat sink of
the heat break as well as directly at the nozzle to cool deposited strands. The air that travels through
the heat sink is exhausted upward into the heated environment to avoid unintentional cooling of
the heater block which could impact the nozzle’s temperature response time. Filament was fed
through a Bowden tube with a Parker eCLM-P173A stepper motor located above the extruder,
outside of the heated environment and attached to the core ½” threaded rod.
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PRINT WORKFLOW
G-code for printing on the AiOM3D was generated through a multistep process using
Ultimaker Cura and Python. Parts were first sliced in Cura with a custom machine profile and print
parameters that were largely the same to any desktop system with the exclusion of print speeds.
Cura outputs speeds in mm/min, whereas the G-code interpreter for AiOM3D reads in mm/s; thus,
a desired speed had to be divided by 60. For example, the travel move speed used for printing on
AiOM3D is 45 mm/s, which was entered as 0.75 in Cura. Additionally, G-code post processing
scripts, shown in Figure 7, were applied within Cura to remove unwanted lines of G-code that
cause the AiOM3D interpreter to freeze, most often of which was due to unrecognized M codes that
are not used for AiOM3D. This occurs when the function block called “SMC_GetMParameters” is
triggered and enters an endless loop looking for the definition of an unspecified M command.
Since it cannot find the definition, the function block never gives the signal to continue with the
G-code. The last G-code post processing script was replacing the ‘E’ command with ‘P’ which is
how the AiOM3D recognizes to move the extruder motor; ‘E’ is used to set the global acceleration
of all axes.
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Figure 7: Ultimaker Cura post processing plugin scripts.
Once a “.gcode” file was exported by Cura, it was edited to remove unwanted lines of Gcode at the beginning and end of the file, which was done manually. Lastly, the edited file was run
through a python script which parsed the code and added sequence numbers to every line of the
G-code, which is necessary for the interpreter. Once completed, the G-code was ready to be sent
on the AiOM3D. Below is a list of the steps for the G-code generation workflow.

1. Slice files in Ultimaker Cura with appropriate G-code post processing scripts.
2. Remove unwanted lines of G-code at beginning and end of file.
3. Run edited file through Python script to add sequence numbers.

To send a G-code file, all axes first had to be zeroed at the origin of the print, as specified
in Cura, and the extruder had to be primed for printing, ensuring that the hotend was supplied with
air to prevent thermal damage to the extruder. To find Z zero, a feeler gauge was used with a
known thickness and the nozzle was lowered until there was a slight resistance to movement from
the nozzle contacting the feeler gauge. At this point the z-axis was zeroed in PAM and lowered by
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the value of the feeler gauge thickness to set the true zero. Once all axes were zeroed, the G-code
was transferred to the PAC and loaded through the HMI where the code was then started.
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Chapter 4: Exploratory Work
SECTIONED PRINT
During the process of calibrating the AiOM3D, discussed in a later section, the tilt (a-axis)
was calibrated then tested by building a part with two distinct sections printed at different tilt
angles. A successful build indicated that the tilt was moving properly and reliably which was
crucial for future experiments which relied on accurate positioning of the tilt axis. The build was
modeled as two separate bodies in SolidWorks, a base and top, then sliced separately in Cura
resulting in two different G-codes. The base was a prism with a large chamfer at the top at a
specified angle of 30° where the top would interface as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. When the
base print was completed, the bed was manually tilted 30° and the origin of the G-code was zeroed
at one of the corners of the flat from the chamfer. The total print time was 2 hours and 30 minutes
and the resulting bond at the interface between the two prints was strong enough to resist a fracture
induced by hand.

Figure 8: Part previews on Ultimaker Cura, left: sectioned print base, right: sectioned print
top.
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Figure 9: Completed sectioned print.

ANGLED DEPOSITION
After the sectioned print demonstration, a method of building parts with the nozzle at an
angle relative to the build platform (instead of orthogonal) was explored. Initial efforts were
focused on generating toolpaths in Fusion 360’s “Manufacture” workspace, however, this proved
to be an unlikely approach due to the amount of time that would be needed. Furthermore, to export
a working G-code required a post-processor to be specially made for the AiOM3D which was
possible, but time restrictions pushed the focus to coordinate transformations of the standard Gcode from Cura. It was found that the PAC had the ability to perform coordinate transformations
from

supplied

G-code

using

an

integrated

function

block

called

“SMC_CoordinateTransformation3D”. The inputs for this function block were the distance offset
(in X, Y, and Z) from the original coordinate system origin to the new coordinate system origin
and three unit vectors that described the orientation of the new coordinate system relative to the
original coordinate system. Since the coordinate system was only pivoting around the x-axis of the
G-code origin, there would be a zero offset and only the Y and Z unit vectors had to be defined,
shown in Figure 10.
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Initially, the firmware needed to be programmed and downloaded to the PAC every time a
new printing angle was required, eventually it was programmed such that the vector values could
be changed easily and quickly with presets for 0, 20, 30, and 40 bed angles while the machine was
running. Additionally, the vectors could be set for any custom angle using the numerical input.

Figure 10: Variable initialization dialog for new coordinate system unit vectors.
To execute the angled print, the coordinate system unit vectors were defined in
“SMC_CoordinateTransformation3D” for a corresponding tilt angle, which in the case of the first
square coupon was 30°. Next, the code needed to be recompiled and uploaded to the PAC and
finally the table itself needed to be leveled relative to the gantry then rotated to the corresponding
tilt angle. With the fully defined 3D coordinate transformation, a standard G-code from Cura (post
processed as previously mentioned) could be loaded and executed without further modification,
effectively orienting the nozzle at an angle relative to the build direction for the entirety of the
print. Linear moves that normally moved only in the Y-direction were now decomposed into
movements in both the Y and Z directions. For infill toolpaths which would often simultaneously
move in X and Y in a normal print now would move in all three linear axes, X, Y, and Z. Figure
11 shows the first coupon printed at an angle with some of the defects that occurred towards the
bottom left edge which was due to the nozzle interaction with the polymer extrudate.
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Figure 11: First angled print coupon.

PRELIMINARY TENSILE TESTING – AS-PRINTED SPECIMENS
Two tensile specimens or dogbones were printed in the ZY orientation, one with the nozzle
orthogonal to the build platform (standard) and one at an effective extruder angle of 30° shown in
Figure 12. The dogbone geometry was based off ASTM D638 specifications for Type I specimens
with modifications to some of the dimensions to allow support free fabrication. The overall length
was shortened from 165 mm to 120 mm, the width of the narrow section was reduced from 13 mm
to 12 mm, and the thickness was increased from 7 mm to 10 mm. The nominal cross-sectional area
of the gauge section was 120 mm2. The samples were printed then tested as-is, the sample
conditioning process was omitted since this was preliminary test to explore the implications of
angled deposition on the mechanical properties of printed parts and to provide a better
understanding of where to focus efforts for this thesis. Later, a full tensile sample is examined and
discussed.
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Figure 12: Left: effective extruder angle illustration, right: six tensile specimens printed at
30°.
When comparing the two printed dogbones, there was a notable difference in the surface
quality where the standard print was uniform in appearance and the angled print was asymmetrical
with one side having an excess of material as seen in Figure 13. This was observed to have been
from the nozzle interaction as previously mentioned during deposition. As the nozzle moves up
the angled substrate (relative to the direction of gravity) the strand is laid into place whereas when
the nozzle moves down, the nozzle plows through the newly deposited material. This is likely why
the surface finish is different on both sides of the angled prints; though it should be noted that the
surface on the upward facing side was as good or even better than the surface of the standard print,
a possible area of future study.
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Figure 13: Surface finish comparison of as-printed tensile specimens.
Tensile testing was performed on an Instron 5866 machine with an Instron 2663-821
Advanced Video Extensometer and a 10kN load cell at a strain rate of 5 mm/min. The test method
and data collection were handled by Instron’s native BlueHill software. The Ultimate Tensile
Stress (UTS) of the standard print was 12.13 MPa while the UTS of the angled print was 29.63
MPa, a 244% gain compared to the standard print, shown in Table 1 The Young’s Modulus also
saw a gain of 114% while the axial strain at break doubled. This preliminary data sparked interest
in the possibility of improving mechanical properties along the build direction, commonly known
to be the weakest print orientation.
Table 1. Tensile Test Results – As-Printed Specimens
Sample
Ultimate Tensile Stress
Young’s Modulus

Standard Print

Angled Print

12.13 MPa

29.63 MPa

2.70 GPa

3.10 GPa
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Axial Strain – At Break

0.0056 mm/mm

0.0116 mm/mm

PRELIMINARY TENSILE TESTING – MACHINED SPECIMENS
As previously noted, the surface finish of the angled print was not uniform which resulted
in defects on one side of the specimen which may have acted as stress concentrations and skewed
the results of the tensile test. For this reason, two oversized samples were printed just as before,
one standard and one angled which were then machined. The samples were machined on a
TechnoCNC system using a 3 mm square end mill at 7,500 RPM with high pressure air for cooling
and chip evacuation. All faces of the samples were machined and had the same geometry except
for the thickness which was reduced to 7 mm.
For the machined samples, the angled printed specimen also performed better than the
standard printed specimen and even saw a slight gain over the as-printed angle specimen of 110%
seen in Table 2. The axial strain at maximum load for the angled print at 0.0142 mm/mm was
double that of the standard print, however, the Young’s Modulus of the standard print was 112%
than that of the angled print, opposite than was observed for the as-printed samples. These two
preliminary tensile tests both show promise that some of the observed strength lost in the build
direction can be recovered by printing non-orthogonally to the build platform or substrate.
Table 2. Tensile Test Results – Machined Specimens
Sample

Standard Print

Angled Print

Ultimate Tensile Stress

27.3 MPa

32.8 MPa

Young’s Modulus

3.23 GPa

2.88 GPa

0.0075 mm/mm

0.0142 mm/mm

Axial Strain – At Max Load
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Chapter 5: Methodology
MACHINE CALIBRATION AND LEVELING
Prior to printing anything on the AiOM3D that involved the tilt or rotation axes, the table
needed to be trammed and calibrated. Previously, the positional reading of both the tilt and rotation
axes (A and C) were inaccurate. When the table was tilted roughly 30°, the system would indicate
that it had tilted 75°; a significant error that would have led to failure of any print or even collision
of the machine. Thus, to reliably use both the a- and c-axis, they had to be calibrated.
The rotating table or C axis was the first to be calibrated since it was the easiest of the two.
A dial indicator was mounted to the extruder that was used to level the table on the tilt axis over
the surface of the rotating platter. Once the tilt was leveled, a precision ground block 2” in length
was fixed to the table. The dial indicator was then used to rotate the c-axis until the face of the
precision ground block was parallel with the x-axis. The platter was then rotated 360° and indicated
again to be parallel with the x-axis. It was found that a conversion factor in the AiOM3D’s firmware
was incorrectly set by a factor of 10 which was changed to the appropriate value resolving the
issue.
The tilt axis was then calibrated by tramming the table. The trunnion moves vertically along
the z-axis and relies on two separate servo motors, a master and a slave. It was found that whenever
the machine was powered off, the motion system assembly would relax causing the table to skew
to one side. The trunnion was trammed by indicating across the top surface of the platter and
measuring the vertical distance from one side to the other, which was 0.09” at its worst. Once a
measurement was taken, the motor and lead screw of the side that was higher were decoupled and
the lead screw was manually rotated until the dial indicator read 0 at which point, the motor and
lead screw were recoupled. The top surface was then indicated again to find the new vertical
distance between the two sides. This process was repeated until the dial indicator would read ‘0’
on both sides of the platter. Eventually, the ability to tram using the HMI was implemented into
the firmware code making it faster and easier to do.
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Once the trunnion was trammed, the tilt axis was calibrated using a precision ground angle
block and a dial indicator. The angle block was fixed to the table as shown in Figure 14 and the
trunnion was then tilted to match the angle of the angle block by eye. The angled surface of the
angle block was then indicated to be flat with the gantry motion. At that point, it was seen that the
conversion factor for the tilt axis was also set incorrectly (3.6 instead of 360 units/rotation) which
was then appropriately set resolving the issue.

dial indicator
precision angle block

angle block mount

parallel block

Figure 14: Tilting (left) and rotation (right) calibration.

SINGLE-STRAND CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
Objectives
By introducing the angled nozzle to the MEX process, the dynamics of extrusion is
expected to change and have implications that have not yet been fully explored. A cross-sectional
analysis on individual strands and the change in their morphology with varying process conditions,
was done to provide insight into the nature of angled deposition. The single-strand studies aimed
to find if a relationship existed between the angle of deposition to the morphology of deposited
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strands while considering the effect of extrusion rate and distance from the nozzle exit to the build
platform (gap height).
Single-strand sample fabrication
Single-strand samples were printed using custom made G-code which simply commanded
for a 100 mm long strand to be deposited. Variations of this G-code were made, each with different
extrusion rates based on what was output from Cura at 100% for a 0.4 mm orifice diameter nozzle.
A normalized gap height (gn) was used which related the gap height, g, to the nozzle diameter,
Dnozzle, (g/Dnozzle) so that the results from the data collected could be extrapolated for other nozzle
diameters as well. The initial experimental variable matrix included three normalized gap heights
(0.8, 1.0, 1.2), three extrusion flow rates (80%, 100%, 120%), and three table angles (0°, 20°, 40°)
where each variable case had three replicates. For the nozzle which was used in this study with an
orifice diameter of 0.4 mm, the actual gap heights were as follows:

•

Normalized gap height: 0.8 – Actual: 0.32 mm

•

Normalized gap height: 1.0 – Actual: 0.40 mm

•

Normalized gap height: 1.2 – Actual: 0.48 mm

The flow rate was calculated to be 0.48 mm3 of extruded material for every mm of travel
at 100% flow or 7.2 mm3/s at a programmed federate of 15 mm/s. During fabrication, additional
extrusion rates were used (150%, 200%, 500%, 1000%) to create more usable data since some of
the samples at 20° and 40° did not adhere to the build platform resulting in null data for those
variable cases.
Before executing any G-code, all axes had to be zeroed including the Z-axis. These zero
points represents the origin of the G-code output from Cura, which allows for an operator to locate
the part wherever they would like in X and Y at the time of printing. Although X and Y zeroes are
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lenient, the Z zero had to be in contact with the build platform as that is absolute zero as recognized
by Cura. When printing normally (i.e., orthogonally to the build platform) there is no issue as the
thickness of the touch-off shim is simply subtracted from the Z position, however, this does not
work for angled printing. When the nozzle is angled it interacts with build platform differently as
the outer geometry of the nozzle now poses as an obstruction to the true center point of the nozzle.
For this reason, a python script was written to calculate the necessary compensation in the Z
direction to position the nozzle at the correct distance from the build platform according to the
normalized gap height. For simplicity, the normalized gap height was set as the distance, measured
orthogonally from the build platform to the center of the nozzle orifice as shown in Figure 15.

nozzle
nozzle

Figure 15: Differential gap for 0.85 normalized gap height (0.34 mm) at 40° table angle.

Single-strand mount design and fabrication
Resin filled coupons were designed and fabricated to hold the three replicates for each
variable case so that they could be cut and polished to reveal the strand cross-sections. Hollow
shells were printed on a Stratasys Fortus 400mc out of Polycarbonate (PC). One end of each of the
hollow shells were capped with tape to hold in the resin when it was poured. The strands were
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placed on a separate piece of tape that held them approximately 5 mm apart. The free ends of the
strands were then all snipped to the same length The free ends of the strands were then inserted
into the hollow shells and with the use of a jig, they were centered and held in place. Resin was
then poured into the hollow shells which cured overnight resulting in solidified mounts. This was
done so that the cross sections of the strands could be cut and polished without deforming the
strand morphology. After the resin cured, the mounts were milled down 1.5 mm, shown in Figure
16, to ensure that all strands would be visible. The mounts were wet sanded by hand using 320
grit, 600 grit, and 2500 grit sandpaper. The mounts were finally polished using 1µm particle
diameter alumina solution on an ATM Saphir 530 grinding and polishing machine with an
automated head for 5 minutes at an RPM of 150 with a 10N force shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Sample machining (left) and polishing machine with 5 single-strand mounts
(right).
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Figure 17: Finished single-strand coupon mount (40°-1.2-1000%).

Cross-sectional analysis
Images of samples were acquired using microscopy with an Olympus GX53 inverted
microscope with a GX-AN360 polarizing filter running on Stream Basic. Images were captured
using a manually set exposure time of 600 ms at 5x, 10x, and 20x magnification depending on the
relative size of the sample. The exported images had attached scale bars which were used during
image processing.
NI Vision Assistant (2011) was used for image analysis with a custom script that prepared
the acquired images for particle analysis. The script first converted the image into a format that
the software could use where it was then scaled according using one of three calibration files that
corresponded to the three magnifications used. Once scaled, the image was rotated so that the flat
surface that was adjacent to the build platform was oriented towards the bottom. The image was
then run through a highlight filter that sharpened the boundaries of the strands against the resin
then through a thresholding algorithm that converted the image into a binary file. The processed
file was finally run through the particle analysis tool which calculated the calibrated area, bounding
box width and height, and Heywood circularity factor which was exported as a CSV file. Heywood
Circularity Factor (HCF) is defined as the perimeter P of the object divided by the circumference
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of a circle with the same area A, see Equation [1]. If the HCF is equal to 1, the shape of the object
is a perfect circle (Andersen et al., 2016).

𝐻𝐶𝐹 =

𝑃

[1]

4𝜋𝐴

Statistical analysis
For single-strand samples, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed where the
analyzed variables were Normalized Gap Height, flow rate, and table angle. The responses were
bounding box height and width, particle area, and Heywood Circularity. The ANOVA was
performed at an alpha of 0.05 and main effects plots were created.
MULTI-STRAND CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
Objectives
Multi-strand studies were done to investigate the effect of angled deposition on the
morphology of a group of stacked strands as well as to observe the added effect of nozzle
interactions with deposited material in different travel directions. This experiment was
independent of the single-strand study.
Multi-strand sample fabrication
The multi-strand samples were fabricated such that they were only composed of 100% fill,
line type infill without any contours, shown in Figure 18, so that they could be easily cross
sectioned and imaged. For this study, three raster orientations (0°, 45°, 90°) and three table angles
(0°, 20°, 40°) with six replicates were used for each variable case.
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Multi-strand mount design and fabrication
The mount design was similar to that of the single-strand mount, the only difference being
that the shells were slightly longer to accommodate the larger samples. Each print produced one
of each type of sample (i.e., 90, 0 and 45 raster angle samples) and each print was run six times at
each of the three table angles for a total nine variable cases and 54 samples. The samples were then
cut down their centers with a chisel blade (one side of the blade was flat) so that the cut would be
as close to perpendicular to the raster direction. The six samples of each variable case were then
all placed into a shell with tape closing one end which would hold the samples in place and to
make a seal at the bottom for the resin. Next, clear resin was poured and allowed to cure. Once
cured, the mounts were machined down 2 mm then wet sanded with the same progression of
sandpaper grit as with the single-strand mounts.

Figure 18: Multi-strand samples, 90°, 0°, and 45° raster angle samples from left to right.

Cross-sectional analysis
A Leica MZ16 stereomicroscope equipped with a Basler ac3800 – 14uc 10MP camera was
used to acquire images of the multi-strand samples using NI Vision Assistant (2011) software.
Unlike the Olympus GX53 inverted microscope used for the single-strand samples, the Leica
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MZ16 and NI Vision Assistant software did not output scale bars for calibration, however, since
the image processing was omitted for the multi-strand samples, the scale bars were not needed.
Initially, image processing and analysis similar to the analysis performed on the singlestrand samples was planned, however, it was difficult to acquire images with definitive boundaries
for particle analysis. This was due to the residual shavings and material from the milling and
sanding steps entering the voids between strands, which made it difficult for the software to
identify voids against the surrounding material. Thus, only a qualitative analysis was performed
which examined the deposition direction and orientation with general observations of the
individual and grouped strand morphology.
Statistical analysis
A statistical analysis was not performed for the multi-strand samples.
DESIGN FOR ANGLED DEPOSITION CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
Objective
From the observations made during the single and multi-strand analysis, a methodology
for the fabrication of angled deposition was developed, discussed in the next section for tensile
testing. The goal of this analysis is to observe the behavior of the strands when deposited with
parameters that accommodate the change in morphology and the consequences of those
parameters.
Design for Angled Deposition sample fabrication
This specimen which was Designed for Angled Deposition (DAD) was printed in the YX
orientation at a 40° table angle. The sample was 25 mm in width and 15 mm in depth with a height
of 4 mm. The print parameters are discussed in detail in the following section. To access the
internal structure for image analysis, the sample was placed in a freezer at 0° C to promote a brittle
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fracture. The cooled sample was fixed on a vice with half of the geometry protruding from the top,
then snapped in half using vise-grips. One half of the sample was then imaged using a Leica MZ16
and NI Vision Assistant software.
Cross-sectional analysis
The analysis performed was purely qualitative, based on the image acquired on a
microscope.
TENSILE TESTING
Objectives
A comparison between standard and angled printed tensile specimens was done to
investigate if angled deposition had any influence towards mechanical properties and to what
capacity if that was the case.
Standard and angled specimen design and fabrication
As mentioned in the preliminary work section, the tensile specimen geometry was based
on the ASTM D638 tensile testing standard, however, some modifications were made to enable
support-free fabrication. The specimens had an overall length of 120 mm with a cross sectional
area of 120 mm2 within the gauge length. Four different treatments were tested for specimens
fabricated on the AiOM3D: ZY-standard, ZY-angled, XY-standard, XY-angled. Two treatments
were fabricated on a MakerBot Sketch: XY and ZY printed specimens. Standard prints were
fabricated traditionally (i.e. with the nozzle oriented perpendicular to the build platform) and
angled prints were fabricated with the nozzle at an angle relative to the substrate or build platform,
specifically at 30°. In either case, the nozzle orientation was kept constant throughout their
respective builds. XY samples were oriented so that the longest dimension, 120 mm, was along
the x-axis and the second longest dimension, 18 mm, was along the y-axis. Similarly, ZY samples
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were oriented such that the longest dimension was along the z-axis and the second longest
dimension was along the y-axis.
The tensile specimens produced on the AiOM3D were first printed with red PLA from
Raise3D (Irvine, California, USA), however, some of the samples had print defects where some
outer counters were missing leaving small gaps which would act as stress concentrations which
would skew the data collected during testing. Additionally, one print was started without an air
supply, used for cooling, which melted the filament tube into the nozzle requiring it to be changed
with a new one which would require a reprint of all specimens to maintain the integrity of the data
collected. A new full sample set was printed with a new roll of white PLA from Raise3D using the
new nozzle. The red specimens were still tested for the sake of having additional data.
Specimens designed for angled deposition
An observation made during the fabrication of the single-strand samples, fully discussed
in the next chapter, was that at higher flow rates, the strand morphology notably changed and
typically demonstrated a teardrop shape. Additionally, from the data acquired for the 40° table
angle samples at 1000% flow rate, the width of these strands was approximately 1.5 mm with an
approximate height of 0.6 mm. These values were used to program new G-code by accommodating
to the morphology of the strands to produce specimens designed for angled deposition. The DAD
specimens were printed in a YX orientation on a 40° table angle with all layers beginning on the
low side. All rasters were aligned in the same direction of 90° (at a federate of 5 mm/s) so that
they would only be deposited from side-to-side to promote the stacking of rasters as shown in
Figure 19. An initial layer height of 0.4 mm was used with 0.6 mm subsequent layers.
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Figure 19. a: Ultimaker Cura preview of YX DAD specimen. b: Top view of printed
specimen. c: Side view of printed specimen.
The ideal raster-to-raster distance was determined by tracing a cross-sectional image in
Autodesk Fusion 360 using a canvas and calibrating the image using the included scale bar. The
traced perimeter of the strand was then multiplied using a linear pattern where the distance between
traces was incremented until the overlapping region of adjacent rasters was roughly equal to the
void region (empty area above and between two rasters) as shown in Figure 20. The ideal rasterto-raster distance was found to be 1.2 mm where the void region was measured to be 0.1021 mm2
and the overlapping region was measured to be 0.0903 mm2. A larger void region relative to the
overlap region was preferred as to avoid the excess material from the overlap region over filling
the void region which would negatively affect subsequent layers.

void region

1.2 mm
overlapping region

raster-to-raster
distance

Figure 20. Traced and patterned cross-sectional image of strand at 40° table angle.
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Testing
Although specimen dimensions did not adhere to ASTM D638, the test protocol was
developed by consulting this specific standard. Tensile testing was performed on an Instron 5866
machine with an Instron 2663-821 Advanced Video Extensometer and a 10kN load cell at a strain
rate of 5 mm/min. The test method and data collection were handled by Instron’s native BlueHill
software.
Statistical analysis
A statistical analysis was performed on the sample sets using a critical value of 0.05. A ttest assuming equal variance was performed to test the null hypothesis, H0: µ1 = µ2. Similarly, an
F-test using the same critical value was performed to test the null hypothesis of H0: σ21 = σ22.
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion
CROSS-SECTIONAL ANALYSIS
Single-strand Samples
While interpreting the ANOVA results from the single-strand samples, inconsistencies
were identified that impacted the integrity of the data, thus conclusions were not drawn from the
ANOVA results. Instead, general relationships were identified and further analyzed by reviewing
data from images with similar contrast. It was found that for a good image that would produce
reliable data, high contrast was needed between the polymer strand and the resin holding the strand
in place. In some cases, improper lighting and even the optical properties of the resin used
decreased the contrast, Figure 21, which made it difficult for the particle analysis to identify the
boundaries of the strand leading to skewed measurements. A smaller subset of data consisting of
one representative sample per variable case was used to make general observations of the behavior
pertaining to normalized gap height, flow rate, and table angle.

Figure 21: Ideal contrast in cross-sectional image (left) and inadequate contrast in image
(right).
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At a table angle of 0°, the values of the bounding box height were expected to match that
of the normalized gap height. Recall that in the case of the 0.4 mm diameter nozzle used, the actual
gap heights were as follows:

•

Normalized gap height: 0.8 – Actual: 0.32 mm

•

Normalized gap height: 1.0 – Actual: 0.40 mm

•

Normalized gap height: 1.2 – Actual: 0.48 mm

However, these values were not observed in the collected data, where they were typically lower
than expected by 0.1 mm on average and only at 120% flow rate were the actual values beginning
to realize the expected. At the 20° and 40° table angles, bounding box height lost its significance
in terms of normalized gap height as the asymmetric conditions led to morphology whose
characteristics could not be fully described by bounding box height and width or even Heywood
Circularity.
For any fixed table angle and normalized gap height, it was noted that cross-sectional area
increased with an increase of flow rate. The ANOVA performed during statistical analysis found
that flow rate was in fact the primary driver of cross-sectional area as show in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Main effects plot for Cross-section Area at 20° table angle.

Heywood circularity was the response with the least defined relationship between any of
the other responses studied as shown in Figure 23. It was impossible to draw a conclusion,
however, a general observation was that table angle, normalized gap height, and flow rate all play
a role in the Heywood circularity response. Additionally, it was noted that the effect of the table
angle on the Heywood circularity increased from a 20° table angle to a 40° table angle. The
ANOVA suggests that the relationship between the flow rate and Heywood circularity may be
non-linear with considerably greater effect at higher flow rates.
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Figure 23: Main effects plots for Heywood Circularity.
Multi-strand Samples
As previously mentioned, only a qualitative analysis was performed on the multi-strand
samples due to difficulties encountered during image processing. Although the desired data was
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not attained, several unique and interesting observations were made which will be discussed in the
following section. Each observation is numbered with the following nomenclature: Table Angle –
Observation Number. For the interested reader, all sample images are available in the appendix.

•

Observation 0-1: Initial layers were thinner compared to subsequent layers, as was
expected because of G-code.

•

Observation 0-2: Vertical alignment of strands and voids were easily recognizable
as well as right and left edges for 0° and 90° raster angle samples, some 45° raster
angle samples exhibited a staggered stacking of strands.

•

Observation 0-3: Voids were located at regular intervals vertically and horizontally
but not all samples had the expected number of voids present (5 present vs 10
expected).

•

Observation 0-4: Relatively consistent top surface across all 0° table angle samples.

•

Observation 0-5: Cross-sectional area of individual strands was relatively
consistent across all 0° table angle samples.

Figure 24 shows three 0° samples (one representative sample from each raster angle) and
highlights observations 0-2 and 0-3. Individual rasters in the 0° and 90° raster angle samples were
made by the movement of a single axis, Y and X respectively, whereas the rasters for 45° raster
angle samples were made by a compound movement of both the X and Y axes. The rasters made
of compound movements may have been more susceptible to the effects of backlash in comparison
to rasters made of only a single axis. This may offer an explanation as to why some of the 45°
raster angle samples were less consistent with vertical stacking of rasters between layers, though,
further experimentation is required to validate this. Another possible cause for the inconsistent
stacking may be a result from the alternating deposition direction of each individual strand which
may also play a role in observation 0-3 with the missing voids.
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Figure 24: 0° table angle sample images, 0°-90°-2 (left), 0°-0°-6 (center), and 0°-45°-2 (right).

•

Observation 20-1: Individual rasters in 90° raster angle samples had angled flat
tops.

•

Observation 20-2: Vertical raster and void alignment was very well aligned and
consistent for 90 raster angle samples, similar to 0° table angle samples.

•

Observation 20-3: Staggered stacking of rasters was seen in 0° and 45° raster angle
samples where some voids were bounded by three rasters compared to the typical
four.

•

Observation 20-4: Some rasters appeared to have smaller cross-sectional areas
compared to their neighboring rasters as an alternating effect.

•

Observation 20-5: Top surfaces of some 0° and 45° raster angle samples appeared
to have dished geometry and elongated voids underneath.

•

Observation 20-6: Some 45° raster angle samples had excess material on the right
side of the top surface.

The angled flat tops noted in observation 20-1 is believed to have been due to the angle of
the extruder relative to the build platform and the shaping effect that the platen of the nozzle has
on the deposited material. This angle was also believed to be the cause of the dished geometry in
observation 20-5, as the outer nozzle geometry (nozzle platen and conic geometry) begins to
interact with the deposited material, illustrated in Figure 25. The staggered stacking in observation
20-3 was hypothesized to be due to the compound movements that may have introduced backlash
error as a result of the angled table. This is similar to observation 0-2 but may also be a result of
the alternating deposition direction.
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Figure 25: Laying deposition (left) and plowing deposition (right).
The excess material seen in observation 20-6 was believed to be a result of the angled
deposition as the “low side” allows material to move more freely on that side in comparison to the
side closer to the substrate. After investigating the G-code, it was noted that the layers of the 45°
raster angle samples were built from left to right. Additionally, when the table was angled, the
right side of the sample was also the low side relative to the left side of the sample. Thus, it was
believed that as the nozzle traversed across the substrate it plowed some of the deposited material
and the excess aggregated on the top right corner (with respect to the cross-section). This effect is
shown in Figure 26.
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nozzle

Figure 26: 20° table angle sample images, 20°-90°-2 (left), 20°-0°-1 (center), and 20°-45°-5
(right).

•

Observation 40-1: Individual rasters have angled flat tops whose angle relative to
the substrate matches the deposition angle of 40°.

•

Observation 40-2: Rasters in 90° raster angle samples align very well vertically and
horizontally.

•

Observation 40-3: The dishing effect is significant on the top surface of 0° raster
angle samples with visible dishing in interior rasters as well.

•

Observation 40-4: Cross-sectional areas of neighboring rasters in 0° raster angle
samples are significantly different with an alternating pattern (i.e. large, small,
large, small…).

•

Observation 40-5: Large elongated voids in 0° and 45° raster angle samples.

•

Observation 40-6: Significant amount of excess material on top right corner (with
respect to cross-section view) of 45° raster angle samples.

•

Observation 20-7: Dished geometry has consistent pattern and a part of each dish
seemed to have been morphed by subsequent rasters from left to right.
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Many of the same observations made for the 20° table angle samples were seen for the 40°
table angle samples and for observations 20-1, 20-4, 20-5, and 20-6, the effects were amplified.
Most notably, the dishing on the top surface and the excess material on the top right corner.

nozzle

dishing

excess
material

Figure 27: 40° table angle sample images, 40°-90°-3 (left), 40°-0°-3 (center), and 40°-45°-5
(right).

Design for Angled Deposition cross-sectional analysis
The angled deposition process had an apparent affect on the strand morphology, both at
the single-strand and multi-strand scale. The ratio between the individual size of voids to the
individual size of strands was reduced, due to the larger strands shown in Figure 28. Moreover,
the shape of the voids was closer to a triangle or 3-pointed star and consistent across all visible
voids. Larger voids are present in some areas, though this may be due to the hardware used which
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is ill-suited for high flow rates. The overall porosity also seems to be reduced, especially when
compared to the multi-strand samples previously presented.

Figure 28. Cross-sectional image of Design for Angled Deposition sample.

TENSILE TESTING
Specimens fabricated on the AiOM3D generally performed better, with respect to UTS, than
their counterparts fabricated on the MakerBot Sketch: 28.5% better on average for XY specimens
and 42% better on average for ZY specimens (calculated using mean values of each treatment
type). The average UTS of standard XY samples (traditionally printed with nozzle orthogonal to
build platform) was 41.6 MPa, which withstood 12% more stress compared to angled XY
specimens. On the other hand, ZY specimens printed at an angle were able to withstand 14% more
stress compared to their standard counterparts, opposite of what was recorded for angled vs
standard XY samples. Moreover, the gap in UTS when comparing XY samples to ZY samples was
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reduced from 47% to 31%. The performance of the YX DAD specimens were comparable to the
XY standard and angled specimens in terms of UTS where the XY angled specimens had only a
2% gain over the YX DAD specimens. Figure 29 shows the stress vs. strain curves for XY, ZY
and YX samples printed on the AiOM3D and on the MakerBot Sketch.

Figure 29: Stress vs. strain curves for XY and ZY samples.
Only the AiO-XY-Standard specimens and MB-XY specimens experienced plastic
deformation where the MB-XY specimens demonstrated the most yielding and deformation. All
other treatments demonstrated semi-brittle failure with some yielding. The Young’s modulus for
the AiO XY Standard specimens was measured to be 27% higher than its angled counterparts.
Whereas the difference in Young’s modulus between the ZY standard and angled specimens was
recorded to be only a 7% difference. The YX DAD specimens demonstrated a Young’s modulus
comparable to the MakerBot XY, where YX DAD were only 7% lower. Figure 30 shows the mean
values for UTS, strain at maximum load, and Young’s modulus for all treatments.
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Figure 30: Bar charts for mechanical properties.
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DISCUSSION
The single-strand analysis was unfortunately compromised by inadequate image
acquisition and image analysis which skewed the data, making it difficult to draw conclusions.
Furthermore, the unbalanced nature of variables tested made it difficult to analyze even the data
that was considered good. For example, the 0° table angle samples only used 80%, 100%, and
120% flow rates, whereas the 40° table angle samples started at 150% and went up to 1000%. This
meant that only general observations could be made with little ability to make data-backed
conclusions. Nonetheless, the experiments and even the setup and fabrication for the experiments
provided some insight into some of the issues that need to be solved and considerations required
for angled deposition.
The differential slope from one side of the strand to the other when depositing material at
an angle presented an issue and led to adhesion issues while fabricated the single strands, which is
not typically an issue for standard orthogonal printing. The gap height was calculated to be the
distance from the center of the nozzle orifice to the build platform and perpendicular to the build
platform. However, the distance from the nozzle orifice to the build platform along the axial
direction of the nozzle was larger leading to an effectively larger gap height which is believed to
have caused the adhesion issues. When the nozzle is at an angle relative to the build platform, the
space that the material must fill is realistically larger than when depositing orthogonally.
Moreover, for the nozzle to interact with the deposited material at an angle, which is desirable for
adhesion and to shape the strand, more material must be deposited per unit time, i.e., higher flow
rate. The tear-drop shape that was initially expected to be seen was only observed at higher flow
rates, though the effect could be seen at lower flow rates at smaller gap heights.
Although the single-strand analysis had flaws that prevented any concrete conclusions from
being drawn, the study gave a glimpse into the complex nature of angled deposition and the
consequences on the material extrusion process. The table angle, which translates to the effective
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axial nozzle angle relative to the build platform, was seen to impact the cross-sectional morphology
of the deposited strands in combination with the relative height from the platform and extrusion
flow rate. If angled deposition is to be utilized properly, a comprehensive understanding of the
investigated process parameters is needed to generate toolpaths that both accommodate and
leverage the deposition strategy.
The multi-strand analysis neither could provide the data that was desired for a full statistical
analysis, however, the observations suggested that there is much more to explore, especially for
toolpath planning. The direction that a strand was laid onto the substrate both relative to the nozzle
angle and relative to its neighboring strands was observed to influence the morphology of not only
the deposited strands or rasters but also on the neighboring rasters. A part of the effect is believed
to be due to the interaction of the outer geometry of the nozzle with the deposited material where
the influence of the nozzle geometry depends on the orientation of the nozzle relative to the strand
deposition direction. There are two extremes, one where the nozzle points opposite the direction
of travel, as if it is dragging, resulting in a strand that is laid in place and the other where the nozzle
is pointed in the direction of travel resulting in a plowing effect. Although these extremes were not
fully investigated in this study, it is believed that each extreme or deposition strategy results in
unique morphology that differ even from what was observed.
As mentioned, the laying and plowing effects were observed to influence the local strands
on a layer as well, most notably when the top layers of the 45° raster angle samples for both the
20° and 40° table angle orientations were deposited under the plowing condition and excess
material collected in front of the nozzle and resulted in deformities on one side of the samples. For
the 0° raster angle samples at 20° and 40° table angles, the dishing observed was believed to be
due to the outer geometry of the nozzle interacting with plowing moves. In these cases, there
seemed to be an easily recognizable repeating pattern throughout the sample, especially on the top
layer.
The cross-sectional study on the DAD samples, shows the affect that angled deposition has
on the internal structure of a printed part. With parameters that accommodated to the morphology,
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the relative size of voids compared to the deposited strands seemed to be small and indicates that
overall porosity was reduced. This opens the possibility for using angled deposition for
applications in which air-tight and water-tight seals are required. Furthermore, reduction in
porosity may also lead to an increase in mechanical properties of printed parts as the surface
contact between deposited strands is increased.
The results of tensile testing provided an interesting insight in terms of mechanical
properties and build orientation. The superior performance from the XY printed samples was
unsurprising, but what was interesting was the improvement in UTS from the angled ZY specimens
against the standard specimens. Although the angled printing did not eliminate the gap in
mechanical properties between build orientations, it did reduce the size of that gap which is a
welcomed result. It should be noted that this same gain was not observed for the XY samples in
which the standard specimens withstood higher UTS.
It should be noted that the YX DAD samples were manufactured in such a way that focused
on stacking the rasters both within the same layers and between layers. This resulted in a stacking
method that is traditionally avoided since it decreases mechanical performance similar to the
typical observation of decreased mechanical performance in the build direction. Although these
samples were put at a disadvantage, their performance was comparable to the strongest specimens,
those being the specimens fabricated in the XY orientation. It is hypothesized that if the specimens
were fabricated such that raster directions alternated at 45/45 angles between layers and the ideal
stacking was maintained within layers, an increase of mechanical properties would be observed.
Considering the previous discussion over the single and multi-strand samples, the results
from the tensile testing beg the question of whether the specimens were printed with ideal
parameters or whether further performance gains can be had. The G-code was generated with Cura
using standard print settings and using 100% infill with 45/45 rasters. If the angled deposition is
further explored and understood, there is a chance that parts could be made even stronger or the
material properties gap between build orientations could be mitigated.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, two cross-sectional analyses were done to study the effect of material
extrusion parameters on the morphology of singular strands as well as the effect on a group of
strands. The input parameters for single-strand studies were gap height, flow rate, and table angle
where the studied responses were cross-sectional area, bounding box width and height, and
Heywood circularity. Although some of the data gathered from single-strand samples was
compromised, the quantitative and qualitative analysis resulted in fruitful insights to aid in future
development of experimentation. The multi strand analysis was purely qualitative but also
provided insights into what is not known for angled deposition. Finally, the observed reduction in
porosity in the samples designed for angled deposition indicated the possibility of new applications
for printed parts in which air and water-tight seals are required.
The results of tensile testing provided a positive outcome that should act as motivation for
further investigation into the utilization of multi-axis material extrusion. Furthermore, the results
of the tensile specimens designed for angled deposition suggest that if the ideal parameters are
identified and utilized, further improvements in mechanical properties may be had.
Multi-axis material extrusion may offer the ability to manufacture parts and geometries
that traditional 3-axis printers cannot, however, the greater ability may be that it can possibly make
any part better. Parts that will be used in applications with complex loading conditions may be
fabricated on multi-axis systems with methods and strategies that align layers to the expected load
paths. Additionally, if angled deposition and other fabrication strategies can be developed and
mastered, the anisotropic mechanical properties of parts fabricated on multi-axis machines may be
decreased or eliminated. A simple example of a part under complex loading conditions is shown
in Figure 31 along with a GE Engine Bracket Challenge winning design whose geometry lends
itself to such layer direction optimization.
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Figure 31. Left: Simple slider with downward load. Right: GE Engine Bracket Challenge
third place design (courtesy of Carter et al.).

The possible research opportunities seem endless and the numerous applications for such
research is sure to branch and expand into other areas of scientific exploration and engineering
development.
FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Future work in terms of single and multi-strand morphology should go on to redevelop the
experimental methodology performed in this thesis as to produce high-contrast samples to easily
identify the edges of strands so that a full image analysis can be done. Furthermore, exploring the
morphology of not only the deposited material, but the gaps and voids that are made between
neighboring strands as well as their relative density with respect to the whole sample. For multistrand samples, alternating raster orientations between layers should be explored as well as
different flow rates. A volumetric deposition approach may be able to consider the larger volume
that results from angled deposition. The investigation of different and novel nozzle geometry could
help with sculpting the deposited material and if this coupled with the 5-axis capabilities of the
AiOM3D, a nozzle that deposits the ideal strand shape could be made.
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Further investigation in the laying and plowing deposition effects should be done to fully
characterize the effect on deposited material. It may be worth exploring the use of these effects on
a layer-by-layer basis, where layers are fabricated by alternating the method from layer to layer.
The dish of the plow effect may serve as an ideal location for a strand to be deposited onto which
could increase surface contact and possibly decrease void size overall. Single layer specimens can
be made to explore this as well as the way that neighboring strands interact with each other for
plowing, laying, and any strategy in the middle of those two extremes. Angled deposition will
likely require a new method of geometric characterization to implement into algorithms and
software for automated generation of toolpaths that utilize angled deposition.
Modifications to the AiOM3D extruder and build platform may offer some additional
reliability and consistency for data collection. One such upgrade could be to change the filament
extruder from a Bowden style feed to a direct-drive feed to mitigate the slack that is present within
the feeding tube which results in slower response from the extruder. Additionally, a rigid build
platform that does not deflect under the force vacuum from the table could help with dimensional
accuracy. Implementing better backlash compensation may also help improve overall print quality
and consistency. The firmware for the machine offers flexibility with tool design and should be
used and its capabilities should be fully understood to fully utilize multi-axis motion. External
software for generating toolpaths that leverage multi-axis capabilities should also be explored.
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20°-1.0-80%

20°-0.8-80%

3
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3

1
2
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2
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2
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1
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3

3

2
3

2
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20°-1.0-200%
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40°-0.8-150%
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3
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2
3
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2
3
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3
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2

1
2
3

1
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40°-1.0-1000%
1
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1
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3

2
3

2
3

2
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SINGLE-STRAND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PLOTS
General

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value

Platform Angle
2 0.4031
Normalized Gap Height
2 0.1452
Flow Rate
6 6.8439
Normalized Gap Height*Flow Rate 12 1.9562
Error
88 8.7287
Lack-of-Fit
14 0.6569
Pure Error
74 8.0717
Total
110 22.8523

0.20153
0.07260
1.14065
0.16301
0.09919
0.04692
0.10908
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2.03
0.73
11.50
1.64

0.137
0.484
0.000
0.094

0.43

0.960

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

Adj SS

Platform Angle
2
Normalized Gap Height
2
Flow Rate
6
Normalized Gap Height*Flow Rate 12
Error
88
Lack-of-Fit
14
Pure Error
74
Total
110

780315084
5759704469
3.15734E+12
9246218483
1.26026E+11
2407552225
1.23619E+11
5.17845E+12

Adj MS F-Value P-Value
390157542
2879852235
5.26224E+11
770518207
1432116120
171968016
1670522518
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0.27
2.01
367.45
0.54

0.762
0.140
0.000
0.884

0.10

1.000

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value

Platform Angle
2 17964
Normalized Gap Height
2 17285
Flow Rate
6 870835
Normalized Gap Height*Flow Rate 12
7817
Error
88 41540
Lack-of-Fit
14 14432
Pure Error
74 27108
Total
110 1921638

8982
8642
145139
651
472
1031
366
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19.03
18.31
307.47
1.38

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.191

2.81

0.002

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value

Platform Angle
2
5204
2602
Normalized Gap Height
2
5203
2601
Flow Rate
6 8027862 1337977
Normalized Gap Height*Flow Rate 12
23515
1960
Error
88 171666
1951
Lack-of-Fit
14
16860
1204
Pure Error
74 154806
2092
Total
110 13570618

1.33
1.33
685.88
1.00

0.269
0.269
0.000
0.452

0.58

0.876

Fisher Pairwise Comparisons: Platform Angle
Grouping Information Using Fisher LSD Method and 95% Confidence
Platform
Angle

N

40
0
20

39 427.413 A
27 403.892
45 387.674

Mean Grouping
B
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
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Fisher Pairwise Comparisons: Normalized Gap Height
Grouping Information Using Fisher LSD Method and 95% Confidence
Normalized
Gap Height

N

1.2
1.0
0.8

33 420.413 A
36 408.264
42 390.302

Mean Grouping
B
C

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
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Fisher Pairwise Comparisons: Flow Rate
Grouping Information Using Fisher LSD Method and 95% Confidence
Flow Rate

N

1000.00%
500.00%
200.00%
150.00%
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%

9
9
18
15
21
21
18

Mean

Grouping

711.463 A
500.791
B
397.485
C
338.744
D
323.455
D E
310.040
E
262.306
F

Means that do not share a letter are significantly different.
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0° Table Angle
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20° Table Angle
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40° Table Angle
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40°- 90°

20°- 45°
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3

5
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40°- 0°
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